A sensibly simple
A+ school system

Grado’s comprehensive setup empowers
every user to accomplish transactions, access
information, and generate reports as needed,
when needed.

WHY CUSTOMERS
USE GRADO
• Fully automated online

What is Grado?
Grado is a solution that keeps complex
interconnected school processes easy for all. It
records and collects information from all Gradohandled school transactions which are translated
into deeper insights empowering users with
coherent and meaningful data, every time.

Find favors,
not flaws

enrollment, fees assessment,
and payment
• CHED-ready reports generation
• Data privacy compliant

Break records,
not ranks

Long list of benefits,
not queues

• Effortless transactions

• Real-time data

• Faster process handling

• Collaborative management

• Accessible consolidated records

• Time-saving

• Transparent accountability

• Relevant up-to-second insights

• Multi-access, multi-tasking

Easy to use,

Data that speaks,

Excellent experience

quick to adopt.

results that matter.

for all users.

“We decided to use Grado because
of its simplicity and accessibility.”

“Grado is readily available for use,
easy to adopt, and reasonably priced.”

Jonathan F. Aguilar
CCC, Asst. Administrator

Capt. Maximo Pestaño
Director, BMA

www.grado.tech

Grado handles multiple transactions in less time and
translates them into meaningful data every time.
Optimized Code Development
• Grado can handle 200 concurrent users per

ACHIEVEMENT A+, GRADO.

second on a single-core 2.5GHz CPU with 512mb
RAM and 2GB free storage.
• Quick transaction turnaround

Built to Excel Better and Smarter
• Grado on Microsoft Azure brings higher
capacity handling and 99.9% uptime ensuring
uninterrupted superb performance.
• Hassle-free faster online enrollment

Satisfactorily Compliant and Secure
• Grado is protected using industry standard
encryption and runs compliant to National Data
Privacy Act. It also generates data-ready reports
meant to satisfy CHEd-required submissions.
• Insights real-time, generate reports at any time.

Our promise to you
Start and culminate every academic year
registering a highly satisfactory overall
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user experience that spells excellence.
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• Quick
and easy Grado
setup and
configuration.
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• Be Grado-ready and have your data
migrated in a day!
• The Grado-readiness test evaluates
your data and searches for irregularities
such as duplicate records, and nonstandard syntax and expressions.
• Even at the onset, Grado wastes no
time so you can focus on where you
thrive most: Quality Education.

Merit-aware institutions deserve a merit-seeking technology platform.
We don’t deny it. Grado is a merit-seeker. Grado was initially developed to fulfill our own wishlists of an
enrollment system should be if we were back in school. Today, as Grado qualifies to run on Microsoft Azure,
we become more assured that Grado is meant to empower its users through quick process turnaround,
accurate data insights, and relevant reports generation.

Intelimina Systems, Inc. “Healthy IT, Wealthy Community.”
What exemplifies our solutions characterizes our Core Values, too.
• Commitment
• Appreciation
• Respect for self and others
• Excellence
Intelimina is your technology partner to effective and efficient solutions delivery for operational productivity,
health, education, and governance.

www.grado.tech

